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Water is the basis of life. Humans need clean water for everyday activities. Animals need
water for their living. Our Rivers are lifelines of which water level depleting year- after-year
due to human negligence. These Rivers are DYING! On 2nd October 2014, Swachh Bharat
Mission was launched
throughout
national

India

as

movement.

a
All

citizens were made aware
about the aim to achieve the
vision of a 'Clean India'.
A

rally

on

water

conservation and cleanliness
was organized by National
Service Scheme (NSS) of
SLC (University of Delhi) in
collaboration with

Sparsh

Ganga

August

on

13th

2019 in the
college premises to make people aware of the essence of water and the need to give emphasis
on its conservation and cleanliness. More than 30 students participate in this event. During the
rally, people were made aware of their responsibility towards their nation by indulging
themselves actively in ways to save water and keep their surrounding clean. ‘Save water,

Save Life’ message was spread by students of Shyam Lal college to make everyone aware
about the need for this in current time when such resources provided by nature are
continuously dwindling due to human activities.
During Rally, students interacted with people to educate them about the importance of
preserving and keeping local water bodies clean and avoid wastage of water. They also
motivated them for plantation of tree throughout their life in order to save water and also, get
cleaner air. Students were holding ‘Save Water, Save Trees’ slogan written Banners, Posters,
Pamphlets to disseminate the information. Also, people were made aware about the need for
keeping our surroundings clean to improve our vicinity and health. Equally important is the
need for proper disposal of waste by segregating wet and dry waste to be disposed separately.
The campaign was a great success in the way that everyone helped in cleaning the premises
and taking pledge not to throw away disposables outside dustbins and keeping their
workstation clean.

